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Why is there a leap day?
(See Q & A, p. 2)
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   Sunday, June 12, 2:30-4:00pm. Free tour of  the Oliver
Observing Station.
   Sunday, July 17, 2:30-4:00pm. Free tour of  the Oliver
Observing Station.

Tours are free and open to the public. Reservations are required,
however; call 883-1000.

&AQ This feature is inspired by the questions we
have received over the years from interested
readers. If you have a question about an
astronomical topic, please send it to us.

by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

Q: Why is there a leap day?

Short answer: Because you can’t accurately represent an
irrational number with integers.

Long answer:

Calendars are pretty useful for administrative, commer-
cial, and social reasons.  Most early calendars were based on
the time it took for the lunar phases to repeat.  For the
current Muslim lunar calendar, the start of each month is
marked by the first sighting of the Moon after the new
Moon.  But that makes the calendar a bit unpredictable.

Some historical lunar calendars tried to be more
consistent.  My favorite is what I am sure was a lunar
calendar at Stonehenge.  There are many, often conflicting,
astronomical interpretations of the Stonehenge design but
there is one that, to me, seems certain.  Figure 1 shows a
layout of Stonehenge.  Surrounding the megaliths are two
concentric rings of holes, each about 4' - 5' in diameter and
filled with chalk.  Added in about 1600 BC, they were the
last additions to the henge whose construction started about
3100 BC.  There are 29 inner holes (Z) and 30 outer holes
(Y). This arrangement solves the lunar calendar math
problem: the average synodic1 month is 29.531 days. In
order to approximate 29.5 days, one merely alternates
counting days between lunations by first using one ring and
then the other (easier than inventing

1Synodic is the term used when one refers coordinates to a
central body.  In this case, it means when the Moon is in the
same astronomical locations as seen from the Earth.  That is
different from its sidereal position, which is referenced to its
location with respect to the stars.

[continued on p. 4]

Where do I find...
Q: We’re taking the telescope out with the kids on Saturday

night (April 9).  How long before it is really dark?
A: http://www.mira.org/micaStuff/sun.PDF tells the end

of astronomical twilight, which is 8:05 pm PST or (leap ahead)
9:05pm  PDT for April 9.

Q: Will the Moon be a problem?
A: No problem. http://www.mira.org/micaStuff/moon.PDF

reveals that Moon rise is at 8:32 am and Moon set is at 10:31 pm PDT.
http://www.mira.org/micaStuff/moonPhase.PDF shows that the Moon
is just two days after new Moon so the Moon will just be a tiny sliver in the
western sky at the start of  the night.  Maybe good viewing in twilight while
setting up the telescope!

Q: We’d like to observe the bright red supergiant variable
star Betelgeuse because the kids like the name (& the movie).

A: Although Betelgeuse is considered a winter object,
according to http://www.mira.org/micaStuff/
BrightStars.PDF it will not set until about 1:30 am.  Since it
transits (7:10 pm PDT) about sunset (7:36 pm, from .../
sun.PDF) and sets at an azimuth of 280 degrees, look for it in
the southwest.

Q: Where should I look for the planets?  Will Mercury be
visible?

A: The planet positions are listed weekly at http://
www.mira.org/micaStuff/planets.PDF and daily at http://
www.mira.org/micaStuff/planets_daily.PDF.  These are given
for midnight PST so for earlier in the evening the planets will
be correspondingly farther east of the position given.  The
tables give the astronomical coordinates, the distance from the
Earth, the Zenith Distance (more than 90 degrees means it is
below the horizon), the azimuth, the elongation from the Sun,
and the apparent size and brightness. Mercury will be 16
degrees east of the Sun on April 9th so it will be very well
placed in the evening sky.  Be safe & don’t look for it until after
sunset.

Q: I’m a more advanced amateur astronomer & I’d like to
know the celestial coordinates of the planets on that night.

A: The same tables list the Right Ascension and Declination of the
planets, including Pluto.
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paper and pencil).  The resulting error is only 0.03 days/
month; it takes nearly three years before this system has a
one-day error.

Unfortunately, a lunar calendar makes for a really bad
annual calendar as 12 months results in an error of 11 to 12
days per year.  Thus months in the Islamic calendar occur at
different dates in the Gregorian calendar each year; the cycle
repeats every 33 years.

The calendar we’re all familiar with is the Gregorian
calendar, which is a reform of  the Julian calendar, which
itself  is a reformation of  the earlier Roman calendar.  The
earliest Roman calendar included only ten months (hence
names like November – 9th month) and, after the last day
of the 10th month (December), didn’t bother to count days
in the winter until March, the month that holds the vernal
equinox.2  After Julius Caesar got a taste of the fairly
accurate Egyptian calendar during his conquest of  Egypt,
he reformed the Roman calendar in 45 BC to what is now
called the Julian calendar.  That first required him to lengthen
46 BC to 445 days and then to institute the rule that every
four years, February got a leap day at the end of  the month.

Here, now, is the math problem.  Even Hipparchus, a
hundred years before the Julian calendar reform, knew that

the mean solar year (technically the tropical year) was a bit
less than 365.25 days.  His value for the average solar year
was pretty close to the modern value: 365.24218966... days.
There are an irrational3 number of  days in a solar year.  So,
since a calendar needs to count the year in whole numbers
of solar days, you can never make it exactly right. The Julian
calendar rule is wrong by one day every 128 years.

By the sixteenth century, the error in the every-four-
years-add-a-leap-day rule had accumulated a 13-day error
and Pope Gregory XIII was getting grumpy that Easter was
sliding into summer.  In 325, the Catholic Church had
already separated Easter from Passover because of the
vagaries of the Hebrew lunar calendar but had wanted to
keep it close to the vernal equinox.  So, in 1582, Gregory
issued a Papal Bull, adopting the calendar rules proposed by
Aloysius Lilius of Calabria in 1575.  It was adopted by the
church in 1582 (see cover), eight years after Aloysius died,
by dropping 10 days out of  October.  One wonders how
commerce dealt with this and how the folks who felt their
death date was set felt about losing 10 days of their life.

These are the modern rules of  Lilius.  A leap day is
added every four years except on century years, where it is
not added.  Of  course, almost nobody, except folks in
charge of calendars knows this, so why didn’t the year 2000
confuse everyone?  Pure luck!  Because the last part of the
Lilius /Gregorian algorithm is
that on century years evenly
divisible by 400, the leap day is
added.  For late adopters of
the Gregorian calendar, like
England & the American
colonies, 2000 was the first
year that this rule came into
play.  Of  course, like any
attempt to simulate an irratio-
nal number with whole
numbers, even the Gregorian
rules eventually fail to give the
right answer, but in the case of
the current calendar, it takes
3236 years to have an error of

2Vernal equinox is when the Sun crosses the projection of
the Earth’s equator on the sky (the celestial equator) from the
south to the north and northern hemisphere spring begins.

3An irrational number is a number in which the part after
the decimal point cannot be accurately described as a fraction;
that is, the part after the decimal point never ends and never
repeats.  Pi is an example of  an irrational number.  The Italian
Pythagorean, Hippasus of Metapontum, was drowned by
Pythagoras (in one version of the story), presumably for
proving the existence of  irrational numbers.  Folks took their
math seriously in those days!

Fig.1 The layout of  Stonehenge.  The megaliths are internal to the Y
& Z holes that were probably used to keep track of the lunar
calendar.  Especially useful in England, where actually observing the
Moon can be problematic.

Hippasus of Metapontum
annoys Pythagorus by letting
the world know about
irrational numbers (5th

century BC).
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one day.  Most of  us think that is good enough for now.
The effect of the 400-year rule is shown in Figure 2.

It did take the world a while to adopt the Catholic
calendar as the Protestant countries were sure it was a papist
plot of some kind. I think they fall into three groups: the
Catholic countries that adopted it fairly quickly, the Protes-
tant countries that adopted it about 200 years later, and then
countries that were pretty happy with their calendars for one
reason or another but international commerce had grown to
the level that everyone had to be talking about the same
days of the week.

Nowadays it seems we don’t care too much about
when to celebrate George Washington’s birthday; however,
since the calendar on the wall when he was born read
February 11, 1731 was published before England shifted

from the Julian calendar by dropping 11 days in September
1752, he celebrated his 21st birthday on Feb 22, 1753.  Not
only had England dropped those days but they moved the
first of the year, celebrated on March 25th (near the vernal
equinox), to January 1st which also added a year.  His new
birthday was now February 22, 1732 which was astronomi-
cally correct.

Aloysius Lilius of  Calabria also suggested the current
rules for Easter.  The basic rule is Easter is the first Sunday
following the first full Moon following the vernal equinox.
The problem here is that, as you can see in Figure 2, the
solstices and equinoxes wander about a day or so in the
calendar.  Also, since the full Moon occurs at a specific
universal date, its local time depends on your longitude.  So
the real  Easter rule uses ecclesiastical full Moon (as ob-
served in Jerusalem, from tables) and the ecclesiastical vernal
equinox, which must be March 21st.  By the way, calculating
these ecclesiastical dates is an algorithm that makes the IRS

Figure 2.  The shift of the summer solstice in the Gregorian Calender.
It is clear that without the special rule for century rules evenly divisible
by 400, the summer solstice would be drifting into summer months.

rule makers look like amateurs.  The basic and real rules for
Easter almost always agree, however:

In 1962, the astronomical full Moon occurred on
March 21, UT=7h 55m - about six hours after
astronomical equinox. The ecclesiastical full Moon
(taken from the tables), however, occurred on
March 20, before the fixed ecclesiastical equinox at
March 21. In the astronomical case, the full Moon
followed its equinox; in the ecclesiastical case, it
preceded its equinox. Following the rules, Easter,
therefore, was not until the Sunday that followed the
next ecclesiastical full Moon (Wednesday, April 18)
making Easter Sunday, April 22.

This doesn’t happen very often but, when it does, the
difference is either a few hours (e.g., 1954, an exercise for
the reader) or a whole month.

Astronomers, who know how messy all this is, just
count days from January 1, 4713 BC.  There have been
about 2.5 million days since then.  You can find the Julian
day number at www.mira.org/micaStuff/jd.PDF.4

4”Julian” in Julian Calendar and in Julian day do not refer to
the same person. The first is Julius Caesar. The Julian day
system was devised in 1583 by Joseph Scaliger, who named
it after his father Julius Scaliger.

2015 Intern Stays in Touch

Martin Smith emailed MIRA recently fom the U.K. He
writes, in part, “My experience at MIRA is almost daily
applicable to what I get up to in my astrophysics course.”

Martin Smith and Gary Love at work on the solar panels at the
Oliver Observing Station.
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The Spring Sky
by Dr. Arthur Babcock

March Madness

No, this column is not about basketball. It is rather
about another springtime folly, which arguably has some
resemblance to a sporting event: the Messier Marathon.
Each year in mid-March to early April, it is possible to
observe the entire list of  110 Messier objects in a single
night. This is possible because there are no Messier objects
between right ascension 21h 40m and 0h 40m and the right
ascension of  the Sun in mid-March falls right into that gap.
Apparently, this was first attempted by some Spanish
amateur astronomers in the 1970s, and the idea migrated to
amateurs around the world. Some clubs sponsor organized
Messier Marathons and award certificates to those who
participate in them.

The Marathon tests one’s knowledge of  the sky and
ability to use a telescope efficiently and thus can lend itself
to certain competitive urges (thus, the resemblance to a
sporting event). Twenty years ago, when I was an active
amateur astronomer with the Los Angeles Astronomical
Society, telescopes with digital setting circles and indeed
with fully automatic “goto” positioning systems were
becoming common, and I remember discussions in
amateur circles about the unfairness of awarding Messier
Marathon certificates to amateurs who could find any
Messier object with a single mouse click. There was talk of
banning goto telescopes from marathon events, or of
issuing different types of certificate according to the level
of automation employed. I am happy to note that since
that time many amateurs seem to have settled on the notion
that the purpose of a Messier Marathon is to have fun, and
that any equipment is welcome. I was interested to note
that some clubs appear to run events where the purpose is
not just to see the objects through the eyepiece, but to
make CCD images of them! As an experienced CCD
imager, that seems quite heroic to me.

I feel compelled to point out that participating in a
Messier Marathon requires some attention to some subtle-
ties of the Messier list. The galaxy M102 is sometimes
thought to be a duplicate observation of  M101, which
would mean there are actually 109 rather than 110 distinct
objects in the list. Others think that M102 is actually NGC
5866, which is different from M101. M40 is a double star,
and M73 consists of four stars that are not physically close
to each other, so these could be skipped without missing
much. Again, I think there is no real purpose in settling

these issues—“anything goes” seems an entirely adequate
position.

I should also point out that 2016 is not an especially
good year for Messier Marathons. It is best to attempt the
Marathon on a moonless night, the better to observe the
fainter objects, some of  which must be observed in
evening or morning twilight. In 2016, there are new moons
on 9 March, which is a bit early, and 7 April, which is a bit
late. I note that the Saguaro Astronomy Club (of Arizona)
is splitting the difference, scheduling their Marathon for the
night of 12-13 March.

On 7 March, 1997, I attempted a Messier Marathon at
my club’s dark-sky site north of  Los Angeles. I set up my
14.5-inch Dobsonian telescope (no setting circles or goto
system) in my usual spot, which was something of a
mistake, because M31, M32, M74, and M110, low in the
northwest, were concealed by a tree. I managed to see M31
from a different spot with binoculars, but the others were
too faint and too small to see in binoculars. I forgot to note
M6 and M7, although I probably did see them, since they
are naked-eye objects. And four other objects (M30, M72,
M73 and M75) were impossible to discern in morning
twilight. Still, I ended with a total of 101 Messier objects

M74 is one of  the galaxies that must be observed near evening twilight
in a Messier Marathon. MIRA image, made with the 36-inch

telescope.
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(apparently, I considered M101 and M102 to be separate
galaxies). I didn’t apply for a certificate or anything, but I
did have fun—and even managed to observe comet Hale-
Bopp and get a couple of hours of sleep in the small hours
of  the morning.

For anyone interested in marathoning, there are rich
resources on the Web, including the sequence in which to
attempt to find the objects. The site messier.seds.org is a
good place to begin.

Planets

Mercury is in superior conjunction with the Sun at the
start of  the season and thus impossible to observe. It is
well placed in the evening sky during the month of April,
reaching greatest eastern elongation  (that is, separation
from the Sun) on 18 April. This will be the best opportu-
nity to observe Mercury during the entire year. There will
be a transit of  Mercury on Monday, 9 May, when Mercury
passes in front of  the disc as seen from Earth. For us in
California, the transit will have begun before sunrise, and
will end at 11:42am. Transits of  Mercury are much more
frequent than transits of  Venus: there are 13 or 14 transits
of  Mercury each century, whereas transits of  Venus occur
in pairs eight years apart, with more than a century separat-
ing each pair. The last transit of  Mercury occurred in 2006,
and next one takes place in November of 2019. There
were transits of  Venus in 2004 (not visible from California
since it took place at night for us) and in June, 2012 (ob-
served by hundreds of  folks at MIRA); the next pair of
transits occurs in 2117 and 2125. Transits of  Mercury are
somewhat harder to observe than transits of  Venus, since
the disc of  the planet is much smaller (12 arc-seconds vs.
one arc-minute). Our legal department urges me to remind
readers that a direct view of the Sun with the naked eye,
binoculars, or a telescope is safe only with a proper solar
filter. Mercury becomes a morning object for the month of
June.

Venus is observable in the morning during March and
April, but is lost in the Sun’s glare for the rest of  the quarter.

Mars rises around midnight at the start of  the quarter.
The planet is at opposition on 22 May, meaning it rises near
sunset and is visible all night . It is closest to the Earth on 30
May, showing a disc of  nearly 19 arc-seconds (bigger than
it has appeared in 10 years). It remains well placed in the
evening sky throughout the rest of the season. Mars, Saturn,
and the bright star Antares are fairly close to each other
during much of  the quarter. They are joined by the Moon
after midnight on the night of 24-25 April, and should
make a pretty sight.

Jupiter is well placed in the western evening sky at the

start of  the quarter.  By mid-June, it will be in the western
evening sky and set near 1:00am.

Saturn rises near midnight at the start of  the quarter. It
reaches opposition on 3 June, when it will be visible for the
entire night. Opposition is the best time to observe the
outer planets because they are then closest to Earth, and
have the greatest apparent size.

Uranus is lost in the glare of  the Sun until mid-May,
when it reappears in the dawn sky.

Neptune as well is too close to the Sun to observe
until mid-April, when it reappears in the morning sky.

Though it is not a planet but interplanetary dust that
glows from scattered sunlight, the Zodiacal Light belongs
to the Solar System, so I will mention that the last week of
March and the first week of April are good times to
observe it. Look low in the west after evening twilight.You
can look up the time of the end of astronomical twilight
on the MIRA web page. Any glow in the western sky in the
first 30 minutes after this time is due to the Zodiacal light.

Meteor Showers

The April Lyrids peak on 22 April coincides nearly
perfectly with the full Moon, so the shower will be washed
out. The eta Aquariids shower on the morning of 6 May
is the next best bet, and the Moon will not interfere.

Comets

It looks as if the best hope for a bright comet is C/
2013 X1 (PANSTARRS), which according to some predic-
tions may reach 5th magnitude in early June. This comet
will then be an easy target in binoculars, and might even
approach naked-eye visibility. By mid June, however, I think
it will be too far south for us. Seiichi Yoshida’s Home Page
is a good place for finder charts.

Eclipses

As mentioned in this column in the last issue, there was
a penumbral lunar eclipse on 23 March. A penumbral lunar
eclipse occurs when the Moon passes just north or south of
the umbra, which is the darkest part of  the Earth’s shadow
(see diagram below). There will be no other eclipses in the
quarter.
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*  *  *
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*  *  *
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through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.
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